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 Smoke Gets in Your Eyes: Mad
 Men and Moral Ambiguity

 *

 Yi-Ping Ong

 The camera in the opening shot of the first episode of Mad Men is
 positioned behind a partially frosted glass door, whose swirled pattern
 mimics wispy tendrils of cigarette smoke. As the camera slowly glides
 out from behind the glass, it reveals patrons drinking in a bar so smoky
 that the figures in the back can barely be distinguished. Layering
 smokescreen upon smokescreen, the composition of the shot calls
 attention to the idea of seeing indistinctly through a screen that is at
 once both transparent and opaque: the television screen itself, which
 reveals the world of 1960s America with vivid realism, while simulta-
 neously obscuring the figures behind the hazy distance of history.1

 The pilot episode takes its title from the number one hit on the
 U.S. Billboard Hot 100 in 1958, "Smoke Gets in Your Eyes," a Platters
 song about deception, self-deception, and the betrayal that is only
 apparent with the passing of time.

 They asked me how I knew
 My true love was true
 Oh, I of course replied
 Something here inside
 Cannot be denied

 'The image of a screen that reveals and obscures simultaneously reappears at the end
 of the episode, when the viewer sees Don through the scratched and rain-drenched
 windows of the commuter train, and then watches him cradle his children through
 the dim window of his suburban home.

 MLN 127 (2012): 1013-1039 © 2013 by The Johns Hopkins University Press
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 Fig. 1. The opening shot of the first episode of Mad Men positions the camera
 behind a partially transparent, partially opaque screen of frosted glass.
 "Smoke Gets in Your Eyes." Mad Men: Season One. Writ. Matthew Weiner. Dir. Alan
 Taylor. AMC, 2007. DVD.

 They said someday you'll find
 All who love are blind

 Oh, when your heart's on fire
 You must realize

 Smoke gets in your eyes

 So I chaffed them and I gaily laughed
 To think they could doubt my love
 Yet today my love has flown away
 I am without my love

 Now laughing friends deride
 Tears I cannot hide

 Oh, so I smile and say
 When a lovely flame dies
 Smoke gets in your eyes. (The Platters)

 The first two stanzas of these lyrics are narrated in the past tense, and
 describe the speaker's past certainty and the warnings of the others.
 The third stanza, in which the others' cruel "doubt" resonates with

 its fulfillment in the betrayal of the lover, transitions between the past
 and present tenses. The final stanza, which returns with nostalgia to
 the "lovely flame" of the affair that is over, is narrated in the present
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 tense. This transition between temporal perspectives marks another
 turn within the song. Whereas "they" initially speak of "smoke" as a
 metaphor for the selective blindness of a present passion, the speaker
 twists the metaphor and invokes the "smoke" of painful hindsight,
 which only stings the eyes once the fire is extinguished. Without con-
 tradicting his "laughing friends," the speaker offers a subtle correction
 to their view. The fantasy that the smoke will dissipate once the affair
 no longer blazes ("someday you'll find . . . ") is false. The aftermath
 of passion turns out to obscure his vision as much as its flare.
 The song lyrics thus suggest a strange paradox, or dilemma, attend-
 ing the ideal temporal conditions for clear-sighted judgment. Although
 close immersion in a present situation makes accurate perception
 impossible, too much distance (including temporal distance) from a
 situation also prevents one from seeing it distinctly. The allusion to the
 Platters song, in conjunction with the opening shot, invite us to view
 Mad Men as not only a visual representation of American Cold War
 history, but also as an investigation into the conditions under which
 the accurate visualization of history becomes possible.

 It is no coincidence that a television series concerned with matters

 of shifting historical perspective and moral ambiguity should evoke,
 in its opening episode, the dual senses of "smoke" as a product of
 both temporal immersion and distanciation. Yet many critics of Mad
 Men argue that the show presents the one-sided perspective of the
 "laughing friends," encouraging its viewers to take up a position of
 moral superiority with respect to the absurd errors of the past. As
 Mark Greif notes derisively in tťYou'll Love the Way This Makes You
 Feel," "Mad Men is an unpleasant little entry in the genre of Now We
 Know Better" (15). In a review for the New York Times , Alessandra
 Stanley claims that the show often confronts its viewers with scenarios
 in which the values of the past and the present collide, inviting them
 to be entertained by and complicit in the ethos of the past while
 nevertheless condemning its hypocrisy - a position fraught with the
 dangers of bad faith.

 There were seven deadly sins practiced at the dawn of the 1960s: smoking,
 drinking, adultery, sexism, homophobia, anti-Semitism and racism. In its
 first few minutes "Mad Men" on AMC taps into all of them. This new drama
 set in the golden age of Madison Avenue serves as a bridge to a faded and
 now forbidden world. . . . The magic of "Mad Men" is that it softly spoofs
 those cruel, antiquated mores without draining away the romance of that
 era: the amber-lit bars and indigo nightclubs, soaring skyscrapers, smoky
 railway cars and the brash confidence that comes with winning a war and
 owning the world. . . . homage is paid with more affection than satire. (El)
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 Gareth McLean lays out the stakes of critical appraisal even more
 starkly: "is Mad Men's success down to something more sinister? Does
 it tap into a nostalgia for a time when it was acceptable to be sexist,
 racist, and the rest? ... Is it a vehicle for the expression of attitudes
 unacceptable today but still secretly held?"
 Underlying these responses to the series is the assumption that the

 historical gap between the depicted era and the present day somehow
 automatically bequeaths an advantage of clear moral perspective upon
 contemporary viewers. "Now We Know Better," even though we still
 want to do worse. What I shall argue, however, is that although Mad
 Men casts doubt upon the apparent moral certainty of the American
 Cold War era, it also deliberately subverts the supposed superiority of
 a present perspective over that of a past one. It does this in two ways:
 first, by revealing the extent to which present values and viewpoints
 will eventually recede into a historicized and relative past; second, by
 openly displaying how a potentially misleading sense of certainty in
 the present - to borrow the words of the Platters song, "something
 here inside [that] cannot be denied" - is created.
 Critical focus on the supposed moral superiority of the contempo-

 rary viewer has tended to downplay the efficacy of the first strategy,
 which is nevertheless crucial to the uncanny impact of the series as
 a whole. As 1960s America becomes present to the contemporary
 viewer through the immediacy of the unfolding drama, the viewer's
 simultaneous awareness of this viewed "present" as historically past
 provokes a marked sense of historical self-consciousness with respect
 to the viewer's contemporary lived experience. It is the second strat-
 egy, however, which is the main subject of this analysis. Despite their
 veneer of stylish bravado, the characters of Mad Men seem highly
 anxious over the impossibility of knowing how to act or think in the
 present. Whereas the minor characters try to circumvent the dilemma
 by leaping into the brave new world of the future, the protagonist,
 Don Draper, seems to understand that once one reaches the future, it
 becomes the present and one faces the same dilemmas all over again.
 The only way to create the illusion of hindsight is to return to the past:
 not to the actual historical past (for that would necessarily have the
 same relation to its own future as any given moment of the present) ,
 but to a fictional past that seems "truer" than the present - a past that
 cannot be put into question by the anxieties and insecurities of any
 given historical moment. Don's relation to, and use of, this kind of
 fictional past for the purpose of attempting to overcome the moral
 ambiguity of the present is thematized vividly in "The Marriage of
 Figaro" and "The Wheel," two episodes that also bring his title and
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 role of "Creative Director" at Sterling Cooper to the fore. I begin
 with a brief analysis of these two episodes, before turning to discuss
 their implications upon the portrayal of moral ambiguity and of the
 political, social, and cultural histories of Cold War America in Mad
 Men. "The Marriage of Figaro" and "The Wheel" exemplify central
 concerns of the series as a whole, insofar as Mad Men seeks to engage
 with its own relation to these various histories, and to reimagine what
 it might mean to gain a perspicuous view of the histories in which
 one is deeply enmeshed.

 "The Marriage of Figaro"

 Don's role as a director is made explicit in a pivotal scene of the third
 episode of Season One, "The Marriage of Figaro," in which he films
 his daughter Sally's birthday party with a handheld 8mm film camera.
 Despite the popularity of amateur color filmmaking in the early 1960s,
 the scene is somewhat anachronistic. The color film of the period was
 slow reversal film; Don's indoor shoot would have required a bank
 of four to six large floodlights. This anachronism is even more strik-
 ing given the painstaking attention to detail by the producers of the
 series: ice cubes are hand-cut to smaller 1960s dimensions; nicotine
 stains are painted on the fingers of the actors; furniture, clothing,
 food containers, and whiskey tumblers are genuine vintage items,
 not replicas; even real apples, when used, are carefully selected to
 match the size of produce from an era before genetic modification.
 If such a rigorous sense of period authenticity prevails over the small-
 est aesthetic details of props, costumes, and sets, then why might the
 producer have insisted on keeping this particular scene in the episode
 despite its glaring anachronism?
 The editing of the scene brings to light another conspicuous formal
 oddity. It cuts between shots of the scene filmed by the main camera
 and shots of the same scene filmed by Don's 8mm camera, but the
 shots from Don's camera lag behind the shots from the main camera,
 creating an eerie sense of déjà vu. Here is a short list of continuous
 shots from both cameras, with Don's in bold:

 Main camera : A boy in a blue hat, a girl in a red hat, a boy on crutches,
 a girl in a sailor suit, a little boy dressed in dark colors, a girl in orange
 plaid, a little girl with a light blue dress, a boy (who is taller than the girl)
 in a blue shirt and green vest, enter the room at the entrance to the right
 of Don, and run in front of him in a circle around the room towards the

 entrance at his list (34:44-34:48). At 34:47, the boy in the blue hat passes
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 between Don and the main camera, on Don's left side (this is the same
 moment that the boy in the blue shirt enters) . At 34:48, the girl in the red
 hat passes between Don and the main camera, on Don's left, just before
 Sally runs into the room.

 Don's camera : Cut to Don's camera at 34:49. The camera is filming the boy
 in the blue hat and the girl in the red hat (whose hat seems to have fallen
 off); they are running around the right side of the room and clear the
 corner of the couch. The little girl in the light blue dress enters and exits
 the frame at 34:52, followed by the girl in the sailor suit. At 34:53, the girl
 in orange plaid comes into the scene.

 Main camera: Cut back to the main camera at 34:54. The little boy dressed
 in dark colors is passing out of the room, between Don and the main
 camera (to Don's left side), followed by the girl in orange plaid and then
 the little girl in the blue dress. The boy in the blue shirt and green vest
 trails them at 34:55.

 Don's cameras Cut to Don's camera at 34:56. The girl in the orange plaid
 dress is running around the front of the room, followed by the little girl
 in the blue dress, and then a tiny little boy dressed in blue shirt and green
 vest; oddly, the little boy in the blue shirt and green vest is shorter now
 than the little girl with a light blue dress and appears markedly younger.
 At 34:57, Sally enters the frame and the camera follows her as she smiles
 and waves, running, for several seconds.

 Main camera'. Cut back to the main camera at 34:59. This shot is continuous

 with the previous main camera shot; the boy with blue shirt and green vest
 is just passing out of the frame. As Sally passes in front of the main cam-
 era at 35:00, she is passing right in front of Don's camera, so that the two
 cameras are for a moment aimed at one another through the body of Sally.

 Taken as a sequence, Don's shots clearly disrupt the linear chronol-
 ogy of the main camera. But they do this in a particular way, so that
 Don's camera is in delay, temporally behind the main camera; it
 literally shows the viewer something that has happened in the past.
 This sense of pastness is amplified in two ways: first, by the vintage
 quality of Don's film, as juxtaposed with the film stock of the main
 camera, and second, by the strange substitution of a much smaller
 and younger boy for one of the figures. The boy in the blue shirt and
 green vest looks much smaller and younger on Don's camera, almost
 as though the main camera shows the boy as he currently appears and
 Don's camera provides a home movie version of the same boy from
 several years earlier.
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 Fig. 2. Don is shown filming with his new 8mm handheld camera in the foreground,
 as the boy in the blue shirt and green vest enters the living room in the background.
 "Marriage of Figaro." Mad Men: Season One. Writ. Tony Palmer. Dir. Ed Bianchi.
 AMC, 2007. DVD.

 Fig. 3. The boy viewed from Don's camera appears younger and smaller. The lighter
 color of his pants makes clear that he is not the same boy that is filmed by the main
 camera. He looks directly into Don's camera as he runs past.
 "Marriage of Figaro." Mad Men: Season One. Writ. Tony Palmer. Dir. Ed Bianchi.
 AMC, 2007. DVD.
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 Apart from the intriguing formal aspects of this living room chase
 sequence (note that almost all of the children stare directly into Don's
 camera as they pass it, but not into the main camera), the content
 of the scenes captured by Don's camera and the main camera differ
 in significant ways. As Don roves from room to room of the house,
 his camera focuses on happy, carefree moments: his daughter Sally
 smiling and laughing, Helen Bishop and Carlton Hanson leaving the
 room together, and later waving gaily at the camera in the hallway,
 Chet Wallace and Jack Farrelly waving and toasting the camera, and
 finally Janet and Henry Darling sharing a tender, passionate kiss in
 the dining room. In contrast, the main camera catches Don down-
 ing whiskeys between takes and Helen mocking Carlton's sleazy and
 presumptuous pick-up lines. The sequence ends with a shot of Don
 getting choked up as Janet and Henry share a mirror image of his
 earlier kiss with Rachel Menken, an attractive client of Sterling and
 Cooper with whom Don is contemplating the possibility of a love affair
 despite his marriage to Betty.
 If Don's camera mimics the highly edited perspective of memory,

 giving us a revised view of images we have already seen, then this
 raises the question of what perspective the main camera is supposed
 to reveal. On the one hand, Don's camera seems to lag behind the
 main camera in a nostalgic, sentimental fashion; it wants to create,
 or re-create, a vision of Sally's birthday party as a moment of simple
 and uncomplicated fun. This might suggest that Don's camera to
 the main camera what long-term memory is to present perception,
 a kind of distorted or selective seeing that eliminates the unpleasant
 scenarios which one would rather not remember. Everyone seems
 younger, more attractive, more ebullient; as Don turns his camera
 on Chet Wallace and Jack Farrelly, he exclaims, "there are the boys!"
 They obligingly ham it up for the camera, as if acknowledging that
 the juvenile epitaph is an appeal to days past - before the jobs and
 familial obligations which the main camera showed them joking
 cynically about a moment earlier. However, the so-called "present
 perception" of the main camera is itself also a lens onto the past, a
 re-creation and re-visitation of a bygone era. The difference between
 Don's camera and the main camera is that Don's camera, with its

 vintage film and nostalgic framing, is actually a view of the past from
 the past, whereas the main camera purports to reveal a view of the
 past from the present.

 There are thus two contrasting relations to the past in this scene:
 one that is contemporaneous with it and the other that views it from
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 the standpoint of the present. The one that is contemporaneous with
 it is paradoxically nostalgic with respect to it, obscuring its moral
 ambiguity, whereas the one that views it from the standpoint of the
 present brings this ambiguity to the surface. It could be argued that
 the main camera presents not an immediate perception of reality, but
 rather a perspective akin to hindsight: a clearer knowledge or under-
 standing of events after they have occurred. However, this apparent
 clarity is complicated by the fact that the main camera reveals analo-
 gies between disparate, complex situations that merely expose further
 moral ambiguities without resolving them.
 At Sally's party, a cheerfully flirtatious divorced woman assumed to
 be a homewrecker is, confusingly, the target of a would-be seducer
 on whom she turns a cynical eye; what looks from Don's lens like a
 friendly conversation between Helen and Carlton is actually an over-
 ture to an affair, followed by a devastatingly shrewd rejection when
 Helen pretends to imagine the future that Carlton promises her and
 shows him that it isn't actually a future at all, but a ridiculous fantasy.
 This confrontation mirrors an earlier scene in the episode between
 Don Draper and Rachel Mencken, when Don reveals to Rachel that
 he is married, and she recoils with pain as she asks him whether he
 has actually ever considered where his actions will lead. Before this
 confrontation, however, Don kisses her on a rooftop using exactly
 the same series of gestures as Henry Darling uses to draw his wife
 Janet towards him. The main camera thus not only suggests that the
 most dramatic moment of romantic passion in the entire first season
 is between a man and his mistress, but also links this scene by visual
 analogy with a portrayal of faithful love between a man and his wife.
 In the film Don makes, Helen and Carlton are shown before Henry
 and Janet, reversing the order of his own narrative in an act of imagi-
 native wish-fulfillment. But when the married couple's kiss conjures
 memories of his kiss with Rachel, he suddenly lowers his camera -
 realizing, in fact, that he is not the director of this movie, but also a
 character within it. He holds a camera, too, but it is a vintage 8mm
 with slow reversal film; limited by the perspective of his era, he plays
 a role in someone else's film. The moment at which Sally Draper runs
 between the frame of the main camera and Don's camera thus reveals

 a shift from the perspective of "Creative Director" to the perspective
 of the ones who he directs: the children in his film, it turns out,
 belong to the same generation as many of the creators and viewers
 of this television series. Does the main camera indulge in a moment
 of fantasy, too - the fantasy that we might go back in time and turn
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 Fig. 4. Don's hand slides the "wheel" of the tray in place with an audible click.
 The relation of hands to photography is explored elsewhere in the episode; Harry
 Crane tells Don that he used to fog glass with his breath and then photograph the
 silhouettes of his handprints on the glass, explaining that he was inspired by the
 cave paintings of Lascaux in which the handprints appear to be "reaching through
 the stone" across time to touch the viewer. "The Wheel." Mad Men: Season One. Writ.

 Matthew Weiner and Robin Veith. Dir. Matthew Weiner. AMC, 2007. DVD.

 our lens, without the sentimental haze of nostalgia or wistfulness, on
 the gaze that once created and cast us?

 "The Wheel"

 In the closing scene of the final episode of Season One, "The Wheel,"
 Don is struck by a similar realization that he must play not only the
 part of the director, but also that of a character within the unfolding
 film of his life. He imagines the scene of his homecoming playing out
 in accordance with the wildly successful advertisement campaign he
 has just created for Kodak's new slide projector. This daydream, how-
 ever, vanishes when he finds himself arriving home to an empty, dark
 house. The high-angle shot of his entrance reinforces our sense that
 he is being seen from a distant perspective, estranged from his own.

 The Odyssean theme of homecoming, deferred or interrupted, is
 echoed in almost every subplot in the episode. "The Wheel" takes place
 just before Thanksgiving, when Betty Draper is planning a trip back
 to her childhood home; in the moments of crisis before the trip (Don
 tells her he will not accompany her, and her best friend, Francine, has
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 a breakdown on Betty's couch upon her discovery of indisputable proof
 of her husband's affairs), Betty finally admits to herself and to her
 psychiatrist that she is unhappy because of Don's infidelities. Rachel
 Mencken, Don's latest mistress, leaves for an ocean voyage after the
 failure of their affair and the agency loses her account. Finally, Harry
 Crane, head of the media department at Sterling Cooper, has to spend
 many uncomfortable nights sleeping at the office after he confesses
 a one-night dalliance with his secretary to his wife, who decides that
 he is not allowed to come home. The melodramatic pathos of these
 plotlines casts an even more distressing shadow back in time over
 the Homeric Urtext despite the nostos and kleos Odysseus achieves,
 despite the role he assumes of a faithful and heroic husband, can we
 really believe that Penelope suspects nothing of his adventures as a
 serial adulterer - of his year in Circe's embrace, and his seven years in
 Calypso's arms? What is history to make of these chapters of betrayal
 when a loyal hero finally returns home?
 This question frames the episode's engagement with photography,
 and specifically with Don Draper's design of a commercial for the
 Kodak slide projector. Introducing the product to Don, Duck Phillips
 (head of accounts services) tells him: "It's actually a hell of a gadget.
 It's continuous, doesn't jam. . . . They actually want you to use the
 words Research and Development in the ads. If you could find a way
 to put the Wheel and the future into something with some legs, you
 could make me look good my first month here." The significance of
 Duck's emphasis on "Research and Development" as well as on the
 "future" resonates with the broader historical context of the techno-

 logical arms race between the United States and the Soviet Union
 during the Cold War, which affects American industries as disparate
 as education and advertising.

 If this is an invocation of the arms race, however, it is nevertheless
 inflected with significant irony. Kodak's "Wheel" is referred to several
 times throughout the episode as an ancient, if not primitive, technol-
 ogy. One of the executives asks Don before he begins his pitch, "So
 have you figured out a way to work the wheel into it? We know it's
 hard because wheels aren't really seen as exciting technology, even
 though they are the original." The datedness of this technology is
 reinforced by the closing shot of the scene in which Duck introduces
 the new slide projector to Don: a shot of Don's hand, spinning the
 slide tray into place. As the tray clatters into position with a loud click,
 the television camera focuses on the front lens of the projector. For a
 moment, the two lenses - the one in view and the other viewing it -
 appear to confront one another directly. As the "new" technology of
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 television is brought face to face with the "old" technology of the slide
 projector, the overtly self-reflective perspective of the shot places its
 own mode of documentary technology into the same virtual frame of
 comparison as the one it is displaying. Literally "shooting" the lens of
 the slide projector, the view it produces is eerily reminiscent of staring
 down the barrel of a gun. (The association between the "shot" of the
 camera and the "shot" of the gun is drawn by the series itself, in the
 ninth episode of Season One. Titled "Shoot," the episode begins by
 reminding us that Betty meets Don when she is working as a model at
 a photo shoot, and ends with a scene of Betty clad in a pink housecoat
 defiantly firing a BB gun at the neighbor's pigeons.)
 Indeed, the question of when an old technology becomes a lethal

 threat is not unrelated to the chapter of Cold War military history
 to which Duck seems to allude in his description of the Kodak slide
 projector as a "hell of a gadget" that "doesn't jam." The single most
 threatening technology to Americans during the Cold War era is not
 the nuclear bomb, but the AK-47 assault rifle - the most ubiquitous
 and effective combat weapon in the history of the world, invented by
 Mikhail Kalashnikov in 1947. Throughout the years of the Cold War,
 Russia grants China, East Germany, and North Korea, and many other
 Communist states free licenses to mass-produce the AK-47 (Chivers 217,
 245). Aside from its adaptation for mass production, another aspect
 of its design renders the weapon ideal for the poorly trained combat-
 ants who fight in the proxy wars for and against Communism: in its
 fully automatic position, the rifle continuously cycles fresh rounds of
 ammunition through the gun chamber without jamming. The feature
 of the AK-47 that uncannily aligns it with Duck's description of the
 Kodak Wheel comes to the attention of the United States Congress
 during the Vietnam War, when reports emerge that the M-16s used
 by US troops are jamming so frequently that the troops have taken
 to removing AK-47s from enemy dead and throwing away their own
 weapons (Chivers 310).

 The roles of Don-as-Creative-Director and Don-as-Communist-

 military-leader blur most decisively at the end of this episode, when
 Duck bursts into his office with the other members of the creative

 team moments after Don's compelling pitch to the Kodak executives.
 "Congratulations, mein KommandantV cries Paul Kinsey. "It's not just a
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 victory for us," declares Duck solemnly, "it's a victory for civilization."
 The pitch takes place in a darkened room, in which the loud click of
 the slide changing sounds almost like a gun reloading as clouds of
 smoke rise visibly over the projector screen. The wheel of the slide
 projector is loaded, however, with ammunition that Don tries to pres-
 ent as far more "potent" than a bullet:

 DON DRAPER. Technology is a glittering lure. But there's the rare occa-
 sion when the public can be engaged on a level beyond flash, if they
 have a sentimental bond with the product. My first job, I was in house
 at a fur company with this old pro copywriter, a Greek named Teddy.
 And Teddy told me the most important idea in advertising is "new."
 Creates an itch. You simply put your product in there as a kind of
 calamine lotion. But he also talked about a deeper bond with the
 product. Nostalgia. It's delicate. But potent.

 Dimming the lights, he intersperses sentimental, idyllic scenes of
 family life - himself pushing his son on a swing, his children playing,
 Betty in her wedding dress being carried across the threshold by a
 youthful Don, his face on her pregnant belly, the two of them in bed
 holding their newborn daughter - with Odyssean motifs of nostalgia,
 wounding, and homecoming:

 DON DRAPER. Teddy told me that in Greek, nostalgia literally means "the
 pain from an old wound." It's a twinge in your heart, far more powerful
 than memory alone. This device isn't a space ship. It's a time machine.
 It goes backwards, forwards .... It takes us to a place where we ache
 to go again. It's not called the wheel. It's called the carousel. It lets
 us travel the way a child travels, around and around and back home
 again. To a place where we know we are loved.

 A close-up shot of the Kodak carousel commercial image, with smoky
 translucent silhouettes of horses dancing behind a slide projector,
 cuts with an audible click to a close-up of Don kissing Betty at New
 Year's, wearing a crown of artificial golden leaf - momentarily, a Ulysses
 returned to his Penelope. A blank white screen announces the end of
 the presentation, as the camera cuts to a view of Harry Crane's face in
 tears; Don's pitch has brought his long-suffering nights of office exile
 to a head. As he gets up to leave the room, struggling not to break
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 down, we see him framed by the whiteness of the projector screen as if
 he literally enters for an instant into the frame of Don's presentation.
 How should one read the sequence of photographs that Don has

 artfully selected for his presentation? The idealized simplicity of these
 scenes, their candid happiness, seems to echo the scenes shot from
 Don's camera in the "Marriage of Figaro" episode. Do they express a
 wish to return to the past, "a place where we know we are loved"? In
 the eyes of a contemporary audience, the message of the commercial
 appears to mock and appease its nostalgia for the 1960s simultaneously,
 much as Mad Men itself does. However, the history of the Cold War once
 again suggests a more complex interpretation. In 1954, the McCarthy
 trials target artists and intellectuals as suspected vehicles of Communist
 ideology. The rise of social documentary photography at the end of
 the nineteenth century in America culminates in the decades of the
 New Deal and World War II, during which photographers make vis-
 ible the poverty and struggles of tenant farmers, slum dwellers, and
 African Americans fighting for Civil Rights. Harassed by the FBI and
 the Federal Government, however, photographers increasingly turn
 away from these "subversive" subjects during the years of the Cold
 War in order to save their careers. The only safe subject becomes the
 private, the personal, and the confessional.2 Private heartache and
 intimate scenes are thus placed at the center of Don's advertising
 campaign, which becomes, as Duck claims, "not just a victory for us . .
 . [but] a victory for civilization." Authentic individual emotion publicly
 displayed is thus the other face of a systematic political censorship.
 The fundamental moral ambiguity of the photographs manifests in
 the fact that they are as bound up in the reality that is repressed as
 they are in the reality that represses these other realities from view.
 The depiction of Don Draper as the "Creative Director" behind such

 multifaceted and ambiguous advertising campaigns is thus imbricated
 within a larger web of Cold War intellectual, cultural, and political
 history. The very question of the "datedness" of a given viewpoint,
 so vividly thematized throughout "The Wheel," is not unrelated
 to the efforts of the series to locate its own perspective within the
 whirling net of these histories. As the foregrounding of the com-
 parison between the lens of the slide projector and the lens of the
 television camera suggests, the series represents the characters and

 2For an account of the political pressures faced by one documentary photography
 organization, the Photo League (blacklisted by the U. S. Attorney General in the post-
 war period) , see Bezner.
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 their historical moment as they could never have viewed themselves;
 the implicit contrast between the glossy production quality of Mad
 Men and the grainy, slightly blurred softness of the slide projector's
 images heightens this sense of disparity between the technologies of
 visualization available to the subjects of the series and its viewers. Yet
 in its veiled invocations of the military history of the AK-47 and the
 cultural history of Cold War photography, "The Wheel" suggests that
 it would be a mistake to treat the past as if it were dead and impotent
 when it is constantly reminding us of its lethal and potent presence.
 In the following two sections, I briefly sketch the broader network of
 associations that Mad Men evokes between Cold War advertising, Cold
 War conceptions of the relation between moral ambiguity and history,
 and the medium of television itself, in order to show how the series
 takes up a the dangers involved in "shooting" history. The question it
 poses is a question which is, in a sense, buried within the etymology of
 "lethal" itself: the question of whether death lies in the inability to let
 go of the past, or whether it happens when we forego remembrance
 and drink deeply from the waters of oblivion.

 "Creative Director": The Moral Ambiguity of Cold War Freedom
 and Advertising

 The decades of the Cold War present the world with a stark geopo-
 litical, cultural, and moral either/ or: either liberty or totalitarianism,
 either Playboy or censorship, either liberal democracy or communism,
 either abstract expressionism or socialist realism, either free-market
 competition or central planning, either the United States or the
 Soviet Union. Within Cold War American culture, moral ambiguity
 itself has a morally ambiguous status. On the one hand, policy makers
 and political leaders struggle to maintain a strict, binary definition
 of moral categories that enable its citizens to detect and fight the
 threat of Communism at home and abroad. On the other hand, many
 Cold War intellectuals argue that moral ambiguity is the condition
 of true freedom, and that fascist and totalitarian regimes thrive on
 its elimination. In her 1946 work The Ethics of Ambiguity , Simone de
 Beauvoir claims that ambiguity is the situation in which ethics is not
 only necessary but also possible, arguing that "[a] freedom can not
 will itself without willing itself as an indefinite movement. It must
 absolutely reject the constraints which arrest its drive toward itself'
 (32). An ethics of ambiguity thus repudiates what Beauvoir follows
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 Sartre in referring to as a "spirit of seriousness."3 "The serious man,"
 claims Beauvoir, "gets rid of his freedom by claiming to subordinate
 it to values which would be unconditioned" (46); "the serious man
 puts nothing into question . . . therefore the serious man is danger-
 ous" (49). Arthur Schlesinger goes further in his 1949 work The Vital
 Center è' The Politics of Freedom , explicitly aligning what Beauvoir called
 "the serious man" with "the totalitarian man":

 The "totalitarian man" is oriented against his own individuality. . . . [He]
 denies the testimony of his private nerves and conscience

 man persuaded of the absolute infallibility of the Party's will and judg-
 ment, the agent who knows no misgivings and no scruples

 totalitarian certitude, free society can only offer modern man devoured by
 alienation and fallibility. The great issue of this century is who is right. Is
 man a creature of doubt and ambiguity, undone by "the fire and treason"
 crackling in his blood? Or has he mastered the secrets of history and nature
 sufficiently to become ruthless, monolithic and infallible, to know whom
 to spare and whom to kill? (56-57)

 The trouble with liberal freedom, Schlesinger argues, is that it leaves
 its adherents radically open to an anxiety and doubt that totalitarian-
 ism then seems to assuage.4 As Hannah Arendt puts it in The Origins
 of Totalitarianism (1951), the ideal breeding ground for totalitarianism

 3"The principle result of existential psychoanalysis," Sartre claims towards the end
 of Being and Nothingness , "must be to make us repudiate the spirit of seriousness. The
 spirit of seriousness has two characteristics: it considers values as transcendent givens
 independent of human subjectivity, and it transfers the quality of 'desirable' from the
 ontological structure of things to their simple material constitution. . . . Ontology and
 existential psychoanalysis must reveal to the moral agent that he is the being by whom
 values exist It is then that his freedom will become conscious of itself and will reveal

 itself in anguish as the unique source of value and the nothingness by which the world
 exists" (795-97).

 4The search for antidotes to the epidemic of Cold War anxiety is alluded to through-
 out Mad Men , and explicitly linked to the open desire to drink, smoke, and have sex.
 "Relax," the characters tell one another over and over; yet in the first episode alone,
 the impossibility of relaxing in awkward situations is broached in four separate scenes:
 "Obviously, you need to relax after working here all night," Don tells the harried busboy
 as they discuss slogans for cigarette ads; "Try to make yourself comfortable and relax,"
 Dr. Emerson says to Peggy as she has her legs in the stirrups for a gynecological exam
 to procure birth control; "Relax ..." is the slogan that Salvatore, the closeted gay artist
 of Sterling Cooper, unveils in his last-ditch but unsuccessful attempt to contribute to
 the Lucky Strikes ad campaign; "You both seem more relaxed than I expected," says
 Greta Guttman rather sarcastically to Don and Salvatore as she comes to brief them
 on the impossibility of soothing the public's anxiety with further health claims about
 cigarette smoking. Fittingly, the vibrator camouflaged as a weight loss machine that
 Sterling Cooper develops an advertising campaign for in the first season of the series
 is dubbed the "Relax-a-Cizor."
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 is a free liberal society: "[t]he truth is that the masses grew out of the
 fragments of a highly atomized society whose competitive structure
 and concomitant loneliness of the individual had been held in check

 only through membership in a class" (317).
 Don Draper's title at Sterling Cooper, "Creative Director," perfectly

 embodies both the paradox of his character and of the Cold War
 conception of freedom. On the one hand, he seems to understand
 that Schlesinger^ "modern man devoured by alienation and fallibil-
 ity" desires nothing more than a firm, controlling figure to direct his
 every action (57). Don's official title as "Creative Director" at work
 spreads into virtually every aspect of his life. He interrupts Roger
 Sterling's questions over an intimate dinner in his home by saying,
 "What do you say we go to a commercial break . . . brought to you by
 more liquor?" Snapping quick-fire imperatives, he directs the other
 characters' actions and dialogue much like the director of a televi-
 sion shoot might.

 The overtones of militaristic authoritarianism in his role are made

 explicit at several points in the series, as when Paul Kinsey calls him
 " mein Kommandant !" and Pete tells him, "a man like you, I would fol-
 low into battle blindfolded." In an episode titled "Babylon," Don says,
 "People want to be told what to do so badly they'll listen to anyone,"
 while in the background of the West Village bar a woman is doing
 a performance piece about sleeping with Fidel Castro while Nikita
 Khrushchev watches. When Don's wife Betty expresses her wish to
 work outside the home - a desire for autonomy - he tells her, "It's
 my job to give you what you want" ("Shoot").

 On the other hand, as a "creative" artist, Don Draper himself revels
 in freedom, spontaneity, and unpredictability. He refuses to sign a
 contract at Sterling Cooper and never discloses anything about his past.
 His life-as-a-jazz-solo act makes him a nightmarish boss to his secretar-
 ies, who never seem to know if he is about to skip out on a crucial
 meeting to surprise his West Village mistress with an afternoon visit,
 and to his wife, who sends him out in the middle of the party to fetch
 a birthday cake only to find him sprawled in a drunken heap on the
 living room floor eight hours later with a new puppy for his daughter.
 When Don Draper stands up from a table, he's just as likely to fire a
 junior executive for pitching a successful idea to a client as he is to
 promote his secretary to be the first woman copywriter in the office
 since World War II. His performance at the Lucky Strikes meeting
 in "Smoke Gets in Your Eyes" epitomizes his unpredictability: having
 pulled an all-nighter making love to his mistress, he is unwashed and
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 Fig. 5. Don Draper salutes after he is introduced by Roger Sterling as "our Creative
 Director." "Long Weekend." Mad Men: Season One. Writ. Bridge Bedford, Andre
 Jacquemetton, Maria Jacquemetton and Andrew Weiner. Dir. Tim Hunter. AMC,
 2007. DVD.

 Fig. 6. Paul Kinsey salutes Don Draper as he says, "Congratulations, mein
 Kommandant !" after Don's successful pitch to Kodak in "The Wheel."
 "The Wheel." Mad Men: Season One. Writ. Matthew Weiner and Robin Veith. Dir.

 Matthew Weiner. AMC, 2007. DVD.
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 has no completed copy to pitch. Yet he somehow manages to solve
 the seemingly insoluble problem of promoting a product recently
 linked to cancer and death, pulling the idea "out of thin air" (as he
 later admits to Roger Sterling) :

 DON DRAPER. If you can't make those health claims, neither can your
 competitors. . . . This is the greatest advertising opportunity since
 the beginning of cereal. We have six identical companies making six
 identical products. We can say anything we want.

 [After consulting with Lee Garner, Sr., about the process by which Lucky Strikes
 makes its cigarettes , he writes the slogan, "It's toasted, " on the blackboard '.]

 LEE GARNER, JR. But everybody else's tobacco is toasted.

 DON DRAPER. No. Everybody else's tobacco is poisonous. Lucky Strikes
 is toasted.

 In the terms of Sartrean existentialism, the Lucky Strikes cigarette has
 no essence: this leaves anyone free to reinvent its identity by simply
 making it up. Like the cigarette, Don Draper himself seems to have no
 stable essence or identity except the one he has invented for himself.
 Drifting through existence, he seems to know no more than anyone
 else what he is likely to do at any given moment, despite the fact that
 he is always telling others what to do. Locked between unfettered
 freedom and totalitarian authority, his personality marries the two
 facets of the Cold War dichotomy of freedom and totalitarianism so
 seamlessly that they appear almost indistinguishable. "Fear," he says
 to Peggy Olson, invoking the dialectic established by Beauvoir and
 Schlesinger, "stimulates my imagination."

 After getting his "lucky strike" of inspiration in the middle of the
 presentation to the cigarette executives, Don articulates a philosophy of
 advertising that exemplifies the basis of its morally ambiguous author-
 ity: "Advertising is based on one thing. Happiness. And you know what
 happiness is? Happiness is the smell of a new car. It's freedom from
 fear. It's a billboard at the side of the road that screams with reassur-

 ance that whatever you're doing, it's okay. . . . You are okay." With
 these words, Don summarizes the fundamental dilemma of Cold War

 American society that was diagnosed by Arendt, Trilling, Schlesinger,
 and a host of other Cold War intellectuals: unlimited individual free-

 dom leads to uncontrollable anxiety, and uncontrollable anxiety leads
 individuals to seek reassurance and direction from a higher authority
 - it makes them dangerously susceptible to control by totalitarian and
 fascist regimes. Yet in a society that reifies choice and the responsibil-
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 ity of self-definition, Don's imaginary billboard reassures people of
 the possibility of freedom from fear and self-questioning by inviting
 them to become clones of one another, mass men who would all react
 to the same message with relief and "happiness." As Don declares to
 Pete in "New Amsterdam," "Sterling Cooper has more failed artists
 and intellectuals than the Third Reich."

 Yet Don himself almost always seems lost, never fully sure of why he
 does what he does, let alone of who he is, was, or wants to be. Don's
 insecurity derives from the same source as his striking and inexplicable
 security. He is uncannily aware of the moral ambiguity of the present
 moment, of the multiple and indeterminate sources of human motives
 and self-images. His talent as an ad man derives in large part from his
 ability to accurately recognize the complexity and contradictions of
 lived experience and give people what they most want: a distillation
 of simplicity and clarity, a partial, imagined view of themselves and of
 the world they live in that appears no less true for being incomplete.

 The paradox of Don Draper's character is perhaps best embodied
 by the final shot of the famous opening credit sequence: a black-and-
 white silhouette shot of a Don-Draper-lookalike from behind with a
 cigarette in his hand.

 If ambiguity expresses itself in shades of vaporous gray, its opposite -
 certainty, unequivocal knowledge - speaks in the language of black and
 white. Yet silhouettes, like stereotypes, manage to say a lot by saying
 a little. They reduce particularity and detail, but the loss of identifi-
 able features is counter-balanced by the perspicuous foregrounding
 of identifiable traits.5 Thus they function as an apt figure for Don's
 understanding of creative work in advertising, which aims to strike
 this dynamic, delicate balance between ambiguity and clarification.
 (The use of silhouettes in Mad Men would themselves provide another
 interesting subject of analysis, especially given the fact that the frosted
 glass of the Sterling Cooper's offices yield ample opportunities for the
 camera to play on the equivocal nature of silhouettes-as-stereotypes:
 the complex differences between office manager Joan Holloway and
 secretary-turned-copywriter Peggy Olson are both highlighted and
 obscured in scenes that juxtapose their voices in conversation with
 images of Joan's buxom hourglass figure and Peggy's slim boyish fig-
 ure in silhouette through the glass.) If advertising itself is a possible

 5For a discussion of the relation between silhouette and stereotype in visual art,
 particularly the silhouette pieces of Kara Walker, see Rittelmann.
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 Fig. 7. The iconic final shot of the opening credit sequence.
 "Smoke Gets in Your Eyes." Mad Men: Season One. Writ. Matthew Weiner. Dir. Alan
 Taylor. AMC, 2007. DVD.

 response to unbearable and inevitable dilemmas of moral ambiguity
 and freedom, then the ad men of Mad Men are cast in the role of help-
 ing people to navigate the moral ambiguity of the present by telling
 them that they already feel the way they want to feel, that they already
 think the way they ought to think: the answer to the moral dilemmas
 of the day must seem vague and yet recognizable at the same time,
 like the hazy outlines of a familiar silhouette, or a photographic image
 of a moment from the past.
 The power of ambiguity in advertising is articulated and defended
 by Don throughout the series. When Peggy Olson tries to defend an
 airlines campaign in the first episode of Season Two by declaring
 glibly, "Sex sells," Don immediately corrects her:

 Says who? Just so you know, the people who talk that way think that mon-
 keys can do this. They take all this monkey crap and stick it in a briefcase,
 completely unaware that their success depends on something more than
 their shoeshine. You are the product. You - feeling something. That's what
 sells. Not them. Not sex. They can't do what we do, and they hate us for it.

 Yet Draper is the character, who, in his own life seems devoid of identifi-
 able feelings, without any answers, without identity, without history - in
 silhouette. Throughout the first few seasons of the series, he represses
 his memories of an earlier familial history and military experience that
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 he actively disowns and conceals. "Who is Don Draper?" the reporter
 asks him in the first episode of Season Four. Living in the present,
 the series reminds us, is always and inevitably "living in silhouette."
 The silhouette threatens to get more filled in with nuance and detail
 as time goes by, which is the reason why Don Draper must change
 mistresses each season; if he were to continue any single temporary
 affair it would cause him to become too filled-in, too solid, to fulfill
 his role in the series. But to demand of a silhouette that it become

 a three-dimensional, flesh-and-blood character is akin to demanding
 that the present be lived as only a fictional past can be lived, in the
 artificial glow of a simulated hindsight. Perhaps this is precisely the
 kind of temporal and moral impossibility that Mad Men flirts with:
 lives lived in the present, briefly if obscurely illuminated by means of
 a magical time machine that takes us backwards and forwards into
 lives lived in the past.

 "Smoke Gets in Your Eyes"

 In revisiting one of the deep contradictions of Cold War American
 culture through the enigma of Don Draper's character - namely,
 that victory in the Cold War is reliant upon both the suppression
 of moral ambiguity and its protection - Mad Men raises a vital ques-
 tion: what does it mean to be "in control" at a certain point in time
 when the answers are unknown, when history has not yet revealed
 the complex realities and possibilities that would allow one to posi-
 tion oneself rightly (if such a thing were possible) in relation to the
 over-determined, equivocal realm of the present? The show's canny
 thematization of pastness is central to its concern with the problem
 of how moral ambiguity comes to be imbricated with time and his-
 tory, an issue that is especially fraught for Americans in the Cold War
 era, when nuclear weapons render the horizon of the future more
 unknown and bleak than in any previous period of human history.
 Yet "cold," or ideological, victory in the Cold War depends to a great
 extent precisely on the future outcome of the military and political
 conflict. For at least half of the participants, today's certainty would
 become tomorrow's error. Cold War ideology, obsessed with the task
 of containing the threat of Communism abroad and at home, con-
 structs an illusory moral certainty by obscuring this fundamental fact
 about human existence: the recognition of the full range of realities,
 possibilities, or requirements arising from any given situation or
 event is not only impossible to comprehend in the present, but also
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 distorted by the deceptive clarity of hindsight. If the Cold War is, at
 least in part, a war against moral ambiguity, then Mad Men examines
 the extent to which such a war can only be won in the idealized past,
 never in the present.
 Far from being ignorant of the political and cultural dangers associ-
 ated with mass media constructions of a simplified or idealized past,
 Mad Men is deliberately self-conscious with respect to its own historical
 and cultural position. As a television show about advertising in the
 1960s, it thus takes as its main subject the origin of its own medium
 in the simultaneous development of mass audiences for advertising
 and television during the Cold War. In an era when people are sus-
 picious of any kind of ideology or mass aesthetic that would lead to
 the creation of unthinking, easily controllable group consciousness,
 advertising is paradoxically embraced as the quintessential American
 form for shaping and limiting horizons of desire through the creation
 of mass audiences and consumer identity.
 As I argued earlier, the series begins with a self-referential shot that
 draws attention to a viewer's attempt to see through frosted glass, a sort
 of visual analogy for a smoke screen. As the camera in the opening
 shot of the first episode gradually zooms in on Don Draper's head and
 shoulders from behind, it appears to recreate the iconic black-and-
 white silhouette opening credit shot of a Don-Draper-lookalike holding
 a cigarette in his hand. But when it cuts abruptly to a frontal shot of the
 dapper advertising executive, it reveals a pen, not a cigarette, jotting
 down ideas for the imperiled Lucky Strikes campaign. 6 The campaign

 6As Don scribbles on his cocktail napkin, an older African-American waiter (identi-
 fied only as "Sam") approaches him. It is no coincidence that the first person Don
 speaks to in the entire series is an African American whose name is oddly reminiscent
 of the personification of the United States government, Uncle Sam. The black-and-
 white silhouette in the closing image of the credits morphs into the black and white
 of American race relations, which is a focal point of moral ambiguity in the United
 States throughout World War II and the Cold War. Although America and Russia choose
 "liberty" and "equality" as opposing slogans, both know that they cannot win hearts
 and minds by completely ignoring the other's defining value; the leaders of the United
 States, in particular, know that the outcome of the Civil Rights movement is a crucial
 issue for the citizens of the rapidly decolonizing countries overseas where the Cold War
 is turning hot. Domestically, African Americans have not forgotten that the "Double
 Victory" campaign begun in 1942 against the racist policies of the Nazis abroad and
 the racism of American society has only partly been won at the end of World War II.
 Thus Don's conversation with Sam about his loyalty to his cigarette brand, unfolding
 as it does in the context of an episode whose plot centers on the difficulty of branding
 a product with no essential qualities to distinguish it from its competitors, clearly has
 a deeper subtext in the Cold War anxiety over declaring political loyalty to one of two
 indistinguishable alternatives.
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 is set in the aftermath of widespread magazine coverage of the links
 between smoking and cancer, as well as the 1955 Federal Trade Com-
 mission ban on any attempt to claim health benefits from smoking.7
 More profound, however, than anxieties over the moral ambiguity of
 selling cigarettes is the moral ambiguity that swirls around the idea
 of advertising itself. "Might as well be living in Russia," Mr. Garner's
 son, Lee Jr., jokes confidentially to the Sterling Cooper employees,
 who laugh nervously as they hack and cough their way through the
 smoke-filled meeting. But when Roger Sterling tries to pass off the
 government interference as "manipulation of the mass media," Lee
 Garner, Sr. blasts back: "Manipulation of the media? Hell, that's what
 I pay you for."
 The visual parallel in the first shot between cigarette and pen,

 smoke and smudged handwritten words, thus implies a deeper link
 explored throughout Mad Men between moral ambiguity - a situa-
 tion that can be interpreted in more than one way, in part because
 the moral relevance of its constitutive elements seems obscure - and

 advertisement copy during the Cold War.
 The moral ambiguities of 1960s Cold War American identity and

 advertising are further inflected by the development of the medium
 of Mad Men itself: television. Between 1950 and 1960, billings on
 advertisement double from $5.7 billion at the start of the decade to
 $11.9 billion at its end (Patterson 315). The marked growth of adver-
 tisement agencies is fueled in part by the vast increase in television
 viewership during this period. Despite the Federal Communications
 Commission decision to suspend license approval to local television
 stations between 1948 and 1952, the percentage of households with
 at least one television grows from .4 percent to 34 percent during
 these years (Boddy 51); by 1960, the year in which the first episode
 of Mad Men is set, 90 percent of households in America have a tele-
 vision (Samuel xiv). Television advertising billings increase nearly
 tenfold from $128 million in 1951 to $1.5 billion in 1959, outpacing
 billings from radio for the first time in history (Samuel 123, Boddy
 210). The close relation between television and advertising in this era
 is not only economic, however. As Stephen Fox argues in The Mirror
 Makers: A History of American Advertising and its Creators (1984), during
 the 1950s " - the 'Golden Age' of television - the lines were blurred

 7The episode references the historical publication of a 1952 Reader's Digest article
 by Roy Norr titled "Cancer by the Carton."
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 Fig. 8. Don Draper, pen in hand, jots down inspiration for the Lucky Strikes
 campaign on a napkin. "Smoke Gets in Your Eyes." Mad Men: Season One. Writ.
 Matthew Weiner. Dir. Alan Taylor. AMC, 2007. DVD.

 between ad agencies and TV networks," and consequently between
 television shows and advertising itself (211):

 [M]ost TV shows were produced and controlled not only by a network
 but by an [advertising] agency for a single sponsor. Shows typically bore
 the name of the advertiser, not the star: Kraft Television Theater, Goodyear
 TV Playhouse, Texaco Star Theater. While the sponsor and agency took
 charge of content, the network usually provided only facilities, air time,
 and occasional censorship. . . . With one sponsor backing an entire show,
 a sales pitch might be integrated into the entertainment with no clear
 demarcation. "A girl breaks into song," the New Yorker observed, "and for
 a moment you can't quite pin down the source of her lyrical passion. It
 could be love, it could be something that comes in a jar." . . . Sponsors
 sometimes interfered with shows in ludicrous ways. . . . On another show
 Rod Serling was asked to change "American" and "lucky" to "United States"
 and "fortunate" because the sponsoring cigarette competed with American
 Tobacco's Lucky Strike. (211-12)

 Advertising is woven into television shows in purposefully indistin-
 guishable ways, on multiple levels of language, plot, and character.
 The advertising potential of television shows is not only noted by
 advertising agencies, however, but also by members of the State Depart-
 ment seeking to disseminate political and cultural propaganda. The
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 in the International Conference on Philosophy and New American TV Series at Johns
 Hopkins University for helpful comments on an earlier version. I am grateful to Louis
 Menand for talks on the art and thought of the Cold War, many of which inform this essay.
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 advent of global television networking fantasies in 1950s America is
 directly inspired by the idea that the country needs - as David SarnofF,
 a pioneer in post-war American television broadcasting, puts it - to
 "sell democracy" abroad in order to win the Cold War (Schwoch 86).
 The subtle parallels between smoke screen, television screen, adver-
 tising, and Cold War propaganda in the opening episode thus reveal
 the dual focus of the series upon the past qua historical subject and
 the past qua historical condition of its own reception and production
 as a television show. The blurriness of moral ambiguity that many
 other critics have pointed to as a flaw of the series is, in fact, not
 an unintentional oversight but rather a deliberate aesthetic choice.
 Mad Men brings together its subject and its medium in a sometimes
 uncanny, often brilliantly self-reflexive examination of the ways in
 which knowledge of one's own position and viewpoint comes to be
 embedded within the complex tapestry of history. The series ultimately
 takes up not only the political and social history of an era, but also the
 cultural history of a medium or a genre. In other words, Mad Men is
 a television show about the conditions of its own existence as a per-
 spective upon history. From what vantage point could we ever hope
 to see such conditions clearly? In Mad Men , the smoke still lingers,
 even once the affair is over.8

 The Johns Hopkins University
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